76 Flowline sawing & machining centres were installed
throughout the UK and Ireland before this model was replaced
by the ZX3. These machines were installed between January
2000 and April 2006 and whilst every single one is still fully
operational the technology has moved on a long way. These
machines sometimes become available to Stuga as trade-ins for
new machines and when this happens they are stripped back to the
chassis and rebuilt into either a Flowline-4 or a ZX3 specification.
The only difference between the two models is price and output
as everything else is identical. The Flowline-4 can produce
500 to 550 casement windows per week and the ZX3 600 to 700
per week. There are now many customer references for these
top quality, exceptional value for money, rebuilds that come
with a full 12 months ‘no-quibble’ parts and labour warranty.
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As a result of development work Stuga
are able to upgrade the Mk3 Flowline
to a flowline4 or ZX3 specification. We
take this opportunity to fully refurbish
the machine for sale and offer it with
an excellent warranty.

These machines are capable of fully sawing
& machining from 550 to 700 internally
glazed casement windows per week with all
normal operations switched on (depending
on which specification is chosen). It will
also fully prep all door types.

Refurbishment Details

Upgrades

At Stuga, we pride ourselves on the
quality of our refurbishments and the
high standard of the workmanship that
goes into each one. This enables us to
give a twelve months parts and labour
warranty on each machine.

The following upgrades will be carried
out (depending on specification chosen)

The machine will include the following
refurbishments after total strip down:
Thorough degrease and clean
Dress and repaint all damaged paintwork
panels
Replacement of all worn cylinders
Replacement of worn/critical bearings
Replacement of main ring bearing system,
including addition of enhanced lubrication
(5 year warranty on this is included)
Realignment of clamping system
Replacement of all consumable parts

Windows XP operating system and
NextMove Card Replacement including
pc and entire control system
Ring Spindle Upgrade, including Double
Plunge (ZX3 only)
AutoQueue Bar Measuring system
Universal Gripper Upgrade
Laser upgrade
‘A’ series saw monitor
(when required)

For further information on all Stuga and Stürtz products and services call 0845 652 8685
Stuga Machinery, Brinell Way, Harfreys Ind. Est., Great Yarmouth, Norfolk NR31 0LU.

0845 652 8685
www.stuga.co.uk
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Machines may vary in looks and specification and are depicted in this publication only as an illustration.
Stuga reserves the right to make changes to design, specification or appearance at any time

